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STATEMENT OF 
J. CLAY SMITH, JR., ACTING-CHAIRMAN 
U. S EQUAL El-1PLOYl-1ENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 
before .tne 
5U,COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE, STATE, COMMERCE AND 
~ THE JUDICIARY AND RELATED AGENCIES 
of the 
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 
FEBRUARY· 25, 1982 
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am 
J. Clay Smith, Jr., Acting Chairman of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission. With me are Issie L. Jenkins, 
Acting Executive Director and Lefford B. Fauntleroy, Special 
Assistant. Both of these individuals have played an active 
and important role in the preparat.ion of this budget request. 
The Commission's budget request as presented for Fiscal 
Year (FY) 1983 is for $144,937,000 and 3,327 staff years. This 
budget is constructed to meet the Commission's objectfves 
of vigorously and efficiently·.'enforcing various employment 
discrimination statutes (Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, as amended, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act 
of 1967, as amended; the Equal pay Adt of 1963 and Section 
501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - Federal sector only) 
and of exercising oversight and coordination ~ the Federal 
government so as to eliminate duplication, inconsistency and 
unnecessary paperwork burdens imposed on the respondent 
community. 
.. 
. . 
page Two 
This is the President·s budget and reflects his limits 
on both bu~et authority and employment ceilings. While this 
. E 
bueget represents level funding, the purchasing power is over 
$5 million less and the staff years have been reduced by 49. 
This will make it difficult to continue the achievements of 
past years. In spite of these reductions, I have tried to 
accommodate both the needs of the public and Congressional 
intent while staying within the limitations of the President 
but I was not able to do this without reducing the Commission's 
enforcement efforts. 
I have been Acting Chairman for one year, during which 
time I have.had to implement a reduction-in-force, and. address 
other belt-tightening measures resulting from budgetary 
restrictions. I have also had to initiate corrective actions 
addressing deficiences identified by the General Accounting 
Office. This included training, staffing of key vacant 
positions, closely monitoring the collection of unused travel 
advances, resolution of errors in the accounting system, 
and the timely collection, depositing and payment of funds. 
All personnel, particularly top management personnel, 
. 
have been informed verbally and in writing of ~heir responsi-
bilities in the obligation of and accountability for appropriate 
funds. 
Page Three 
I must also highlight some of the Commission's FY 81 
1/ 
accomplis~Fents,-expected FY 82 accomplishments, and 
reflect a little on some of the Commission's achievements 
which have not been widely publicized. 
!/ 
o We have for the past two years and will continue 
to effectively and efficiently enforce EEOC-
administered employment discrimination laws 
through a Management Accountability System 
designed to ensure that managers achieve 
planned goals in accordance with agency policy. 
o The final interpretations under the Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act have been 
published. Other procedural and implementing 
compliance manual sections are being completed 
which will facilitate charge and case 
processing, particularly in the agency's 
newest jurisdictions. 
j 
I have enclosed a copy of the Special Analysis "J h on 
Civil Rights Activities to the President's Budget, which 
is illustrative of EEOC activities. 
Page Four 
o A memorandum of understanding with the Office of 
F~eral Contract Compliance programs, Department 
~ f 
of Labor was developed and will be implemented 
to eliminate duplication and assure consistency 
of the enforcement effort of the two agencies 
chiefly responsible for enforcing equal employment 
opportunity laws. 
o EEOC will maintain the expedited charge-processing 
systems designed to achieve timely settlement of 
charges and complaints. 
We are justifiably proud of our performance in carrying 
out the mission of this agency, ~s indicated by the following: 
2/ 
o By FY 81, 85% of the Title VII backlog had been 
eliminated; over 93% will have been eliminated by 
the end of FY 82. The Commission defines backlog 
charges as those that were filed prior to 
2/ 
January 26, 1979.- (Page 13 EEOC's FY 83 Budget) 
i 
See pp. 18 Table 4 EEOC Title VII Backlog charges received 
before January 26, 1979. 
Page Five 
o 43% of the Title VII charges undergoing rapid 
c~rge processing are being settled. A 23% 
E 
settlement rate for ADEA charges and 26% 
settlement rate for Equal pay Act claims have 
also been achieved. 
o In FY 81, charge settlements accrued benefits for 
an estimated 38,000 people1 dollar benefits reached 
3/ 
almost $92 million.- In FY 82, over 35,000 people 
are expected to be benefitted and an estimated 
4/ 
$74 million-should be obtained in back pay and 
future relief. 
o In FY 81, productivity of the Title VII rapid charge 
processing staff increased 10%. (Item #4 page 14 of the 
Budget) 
o Productivity for ADEA and EPA processing increased 
20% and 23%, respectively, in FY 81. 
. 
i r 
~/ This amount includes one settlement for $13.6 million. 
!/ #3 page 13, of EEOC's FY 83 Budget. 
Page Six 
o In FY 81, there were 1,389 Systemic and ELI 
ca1es initiated (including Commission initiated 
~ 
cases) and 1,400 are projected for FY 82. 
o In FY 81, 440 lawsuits were authorized, and in 
early February 1982, 410 were projected for 
FY 82; 237 consent decrees and settlements were 
entered into in FY 81, with 214 consent decrees 
and settlements projected for FY 82. (Table #7, 
pp. 21 EEOC's FY 83 Budget) 
o By the end of FY 82 the backlogged inventory of 
Commissi·oner charges will be resolved admini-
stratively or referred for litigation. 
o In FY 81 a total of 143 Commission and amicus 
curiae appellate briefs were filed, while 134 
are expected for FY 82. (Item #10, pp. 14, EEOC's 
FY83 Budget) 
o In FY 82, a total of 36,800 charges wi~l be 
closed by the State and local agenCies/but an 
increase is expected in the backlog of charges 
not resolved. (Table #9, pp. 28, EEOC's FY 83 
Budget) 
Page Seven 
o All field administrative support functions are 
betng evaluated for efficiency and effe~tiveness 
of! service delivery, particularly in light of 
resources reductions, with improved accountability 
systems being implemented in FY 82. (Item #4, 
pp. 30, EEOC's FY 83 Budget) 
o Draft regulations, which include a proposed rapid-
charge processing system for all Federal agencies 
so as to aid agencies in processing EEO complaints, 
are under review. 
o The Multi-year affirmative action plans for Federal 
agencies have been implemented, with FY 82 plans 
currently being reviewed. 
I know that in spite of the increases in production 
mention~d, the overall improvements in the agency's operation 
and its ever growing credibility with both protected classes 
and the employer and union community, we simply cannot improve 
upon our productivity at a rate which would be/reqUired to 
off-set our diminishing resources caused by the annual 
increases in payroll cost: the 10% to 30% increases in the 
GSA established cost of office space and telephones and the 
annual increase in postage, etc. 
Page Eight 
Level funding in the Federal government results in 
reductions,in staff and/or logistical supports, which translate 
into the d~livery of "fewer services, i.e., a corresponding 
~eduction in charges resolved a larger backlog of unresolved 
charges and decreased enforcement through the courts. 
The current budget process has made it difficult to plan 
our enforcement programs in the most efficient 'manner. The 
resource levels have ranged be'tween $123 million and $139 
million. 
This fiscal year (1982) I have established operating 
budgets for three different periods of operations based on 
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd continuing resolutions. 
It is extremely taxing to try to plan a Commission 
operation for FY 83 when the FY 82 base is still' uncertain. 
" The number of charges EEOC receives is expected to increase 
during FY 83. While the historical Title VII "backlog" will be 
eliminated during FY 83 the frontlog of charges received since 
5/ 
January 26, 1979 is increasing.- Approximately 5,800 more 
~harges will carryover at the end of FY 82 than at the end of 
FY 81. That number is expected to increase to 7,500 charges at 
. 
the end of FY 83. J. 
~/ Charge intake has increased (See Table 2, page 16, FY 83 Budget) while the staff is being reduced from 3,777 
in FY 80 to 3,327 in FY 83. 
Page Nine 
The proCeSSing time required to resolve the charge 
inventory ~is expected to increase from 6 1/2 months in FY 81 
to 7 1/2 months in FY 82. This increase is projected to continue 
if increased costs beyond our control are not funded. 
The ADEA inventory will increase from 5,500 charges in 
FY 82 to 6,600 charges in FY 83 or from a 7 1/2 month to 8 1/2 
month inventory. The inventory of EPA charges will level from 
FY 82 to FY 83; however, the number of unresolved charges is 
expected to increase during the budget out years • 
. This budget will also impact on the legal enforcement 
activity. The number of class investigations initiated will 
remain stable from FY 82 to FY 83; however, th~ number of law 
suits filed is projected to be further reduced in FY 83; the 
number of consent decrees and settlements is expected to decrease 
from 237 to 200 in FY 83. 
I am fully aware of my responsibility as the Acting Chairman 
and the responsibilities with which this Commission is charged. 
However, with level funding, options are severly restric~ed. A 
careful review and anlaysis of the resource allocation of FY 83 
funds on page 32 of the Commission's FY 83 bu~et will indicate: 
o That the Commission is labor intensive. 77.1% of our 
resources excluding State and local grants are for 
payroll costs. 
page Ten 
o An allocation of $18,967, 000 for space~ telephone, 
po,tage, copying and word processing equipment, etc. 
Th~s is a $2,930,000 increase in the'cost of space 
alone. 
o A substantial reduction percentage-wise in funds for 
shipping and· printing at a time when the real cost of 
both is increasing.' 
o A reduction in the funds available for supplies and 
subscriptions. 
o . Virtually no funds available for new equipment .• 
o $18 million restricted for grants. 
This leaves the agency with $5,132,000 for other services, 
out of which we must fund litigation support, surveys, the 
management accountability system and other contract/support 
activity. 
This represents $3 million less than in F1 82; with 
I 
respect to litigation supports costs alone, we expect an 
inability to fund new cases and will find it exceedingly 
difficult to support cases already in litigation • 
.... 
page Eleven 
If a pay increase is granted next October 1982 at the 
5 percent tevel, the additional cost to this Commiss·ion will 
• be an estimated $4,895,000, and the Commission will be unable 
to absorb it. 
Just one last comment and I will try to reply to your 
questions. EEOC is in the midst of change and uncertainity. 
It is my hope that existing vacancies and leadership wll be 
filled as soon as possible, so that enforcement direction and 
planning can move forward. 
Enclosure 
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SPECIAL ANALYSIS J 
CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES 
The Budget of the Utllted States Govemment, 1983 
Nata.-AD years referred ·to are fiscal years, unless othanvla. noted. De-
tails In, the tables, text, and charta ot this booklet may not add to totals 
because 'of rounding. 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE QF THE PRESIDENT 
February 1982 
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SPECIAL ANALYSES 
A. Current Serv(ces Estimates 
B. Federal Transactions in the National Income Accounts 
'C. Funds in ~e Budget 
O. Investment. Operating, and Other Budget Outlays 
E. Borrowing and Debt 
F. Federal Credit Programs . 
G. Tax Expenditures . 
H. Federal Aid to State and Local Govemments 
I. Civilian Employment in the Executive Branch 
. J. CIvil Rights Activities 
K. Research and Development 
Each Special Analysis Dsted above can be purchased from. the . 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govemment Printing OffiC99 
Washington, D.C. 20402. 
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/ ·SPECIAL ANALYSIS J 
CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIYI11ES 
" ••• Let as talk tocfa7 ahoat tile needs at the fUture. not the misuDderstaDd. 
fDp of the pat; about DeW Ideas, not old cmes ••• and while 01lI' COJllIlUmica-
tIOIllboaW ~ deal with cummt issues of importance, it must never stray 
tar flom our utfoDal c:ommit;m8Dt to battle apiz2at cilscrimiD8t.tan aDd· iD-
..... oar boWladp 01 ... otb.. ••• "-BowALD RaAaAN, J\m8 29,1981 i 
. TO· ADDRESs THE NEEDS OF THE FUTURE 
Coverage tmd 8cope.-As the President· emphasized. the American 
ideal of equality of individual rights and opportunity bas long since 
become a national commitment. In addition to the basic guarantees 
and protecticms embodied in the CoDStitution, this commitment is 
DOW expressed in more than 100 Federal statutes.· These 
laws Prohibit discri.nrlnation based on race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin. age, or handicap in such- basic areas as employ-
ment, housing, voting, education, public accommodatioDS, accesS to 
credit, and jury service. Implementation of these statutes is spread 
among all Federal agencies. Each of the 107 separate Federal agen-
Cies is respcmsible for assuring nondiscrimination in its own ac-
tions. In addition, 37 agencies have some civil rights enforcement . 
responsibilities • 
In combination with the voluntary efforts of individuals, private· 
institutions, States and mUDicipalities, much of thls Federal in-
volvement bas facilitated progress toward realizing our national 
commitment. HoWever, this proliferation of statutes and authori-
ties has not been without problems endemic to the rapid, frequent-
ly uncoordiDated 8.nd poorly planned, expansion of the Federal 
presence in recent years. These problems went unaddressed. As a 
result, the promises of progress implicit in past expenditures for 
civil rights programs too often proved hollow. 
The President's determination to continue America's civil rights 
progress is, therefore, reflected in more than his proposed expendi-
tures for those activities in 1983. More fundamentally, it is demon-
strated by his administration's efforts to improve the effectiveness 
of those expenditures, and to assure that the national commitment 
to civil rights and equal opportunity is not only pursued, but 
realized. 
. 
112al1 ... ott. qaGUI10DI th1'ftlhaut til. tnt .,. eaerptecI t'rom tM PnsidIat'I I'IftW'b beC0f8 the 1981 
NAACP Nelional CoatedoQ hekl lASt. LaWI. ~ t i 
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This Special Analysis begins with an overview of th~ obstacles to 
effective implementation of Federal civil righb guarantees, and the 
admjnistration's 'efforts to overcome them. This is followed by more 
detailed discussions of accomplishments; challenges, and projected 
1983 outlays in Federal activities to protect 'constitutional rights; 
eJjrnjnate discrimination by Government and activities supported 
by Government funds; implement Federal guarantees of equality of 
treatment; and help States, localities, and the private sector devel-
op new solutions to civil rights problems. . 
Overuiew.-The admjnistration found that the rapid growth of 
Federal efforts to assure civil rights had frequently interfered with 
their success: 
-Many of the 130 Federal. civil rights statuteS duplicated each 
other, creating overlapping agency enforcement. State and local 
governments, businesses, and other organizations experienced 
contradictory requirements and duplicate reviews, ·investiga-
tions, and reporting requirements. This did not multiply protec-
tions for individuals. Because several agencies investigated some 
discrimination complaints, other citizens' complaints were never 
investigated at all. 
-The costs and effectiveness of programs were frequently unre-
lated. Too many agency PrograD;lS liad been funded at ever 
increasing levels based on their ;intentioDS rather than their 
f . 
~ ... - .. --...... -.-.. '" .. - .. ,_ .. '.'-- -_ ....... _ ...... --
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results. IndeecL beCause the;' were 1m8bIe to measure effective-
ness, some agencies gauged the progress or these programs 
solel,. in terms or increased expenditures. Far from farthering 
civil rights objectives. such inattention to cost effectiveness 
more often subordinated those objectives to organizational self-
intereSt. The suspicion that some who "came to do good" in 
" these programs had simply "stayed to do well" was, therefore, 
widespread. 
-Just as each doUar spent did Dot advance civil rights objec-
tives, neither did each rule promulgated. The reasons were 
myriad. Intlexible ana unduly prescriptive regulations pre-
eluded altemative approaches more likely to attain regulatory 
objectives. Reporting requirements exceeded not only agencies' 
need. for data but their capacity to process it, and serious 
v.iolatioDS went Unresolved while agencies processed paper. 
Failure to difterentiate between compliance requirements ap-
propriate to large and small organjmtioDS imposed burdens 
that exceeded benefits. Essential regulatory objectives were 
lost in disputes over such minutiae as the placement of posters 
or wording of policy statements. Some regulations simply sub-
stituted "new problems and inequities for th~ they were in-
tended to eliminate. Others had provisions so convoluted that 
they could be, and were, cited to justify lack of progress toward 
nondiscrimiDation. 
-Not all programs evolved as needs and circumstances changed. 
Some programs were devoting the resources of the 1980's to 
the problems of the 1960's .cparadoxically failing to acknowl-
"edge their own successes). Others, betraying similar regulatory 
inertia, faned to modify approaches that had provel\ UDSucces. 
fuL Locked into the confrontational style of the 1960·s. pro-
grams built neither on the willingness of most businesses and 
iDstitutions in the 1980's to voluntarily comply with civil rights· 
laws nor. on State and local capabilities to resolve problems . 
without Federal interference. Because they viewed civil rights 
problems exclusively as enforcement problems, programs failed 
to coordinate with related public and private activities (such as 
job training- programs) that could have helped businesses and 
others meet civil rights objectives. Thus, both opportunities 
and dollars were wasted. 
-In its efforts to do many things, the Federal Government did 
not always devote sufficient attention and resources to its most 
important and basic role in civil rights: protecting the funda-
mental civil rights guaranteed individual citizens by the Con- . 
stitution. Worse, in its concentration on the problems of other 
institutions, government at all levels had' failed to address its 
own role in creating or perpetuating civil rights problems: 
. 
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This Spec:i8l Analysis begins with an overview of th~ obstacles to 
effective implementation of Federal civil rights guarantees, and the 
administration's 8ff'Orts to overcome them. This is followed by more 
detailed diScussions of accomplislu:r;lents; challenges, and projected 
1983 outlays in Federal activities to protect coDStitutional rights; 
eliminate discrimination by Government and activities supported 
by Govemment funds; implement Federal-guarantees of equality of 
treatment; and help States, localities, and the private sector devel-
op new solutions to civil rights problems. . 
Overview.-The administration found that the rapid growth of 
Federal efforts to assure civil rights had frequently interfered with 
their success: 
-Many of the 130 Federal civil rights StatuteS duplicated each 
other, creating overlapping agency enforcement_ State and local 
governments, businesses, and other organizations e.~erienced 
contradictory requirements and duplicate reviews, investiga-
tions, and reporting requirements. This did not multiply protec-
tions for individuals. Because several agencies investigated some 
discrimjnation complaints, other citizens' complaints were never 
investigated at all. .. 
-The costs ,and effectiVeness of programs were frequently unre-
lated. Too many agency programa liad been funded at ever 
increasiDg levels based on their Intentions rather than their 
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SPmAL ANALYSIS J 
results. Indeed, because they were 1Dl8ble to measure eftective-
ness, some agencies gauged the progress of these programs 
solely in terms of increased expeDditures. Far from furthering 
civil rights objectives, such inattentiOli to cost" effectiveness 
more often subordinated those objectives to organizational self-
interest. The suspicion that some who "came to do good" in 
these programs bad simply "stayed to do well" was, therefore, 
widespread. 
-Just as each dollar spent did Dot advance civil' rights objec-
tives, neither did each rule promulgated. The reasons were 
myriad. Inflexible ana unduly prescriptive regulations p~ 
eluded alternative approaches more likely to attain regulatory 
objectives. Reporting requirements exceeded .Dot only agencies' 
need tor data but their capacity to process it, and serious 
viOlatioDS went Unresolved while agencies processed paper . 
Failure to differentiate between compliance requirements ap-
propriate to large and small organizations imposed burdens 
that exceeded benetits. Essential regulatory objectives were 
lost in disputes over such minutiae as the placement of posters 
or wording of policY statements. Some regulations simply sub-
stituted Dew problems and ·inequities for those they were in-
tended to eJjrninate. Others had provfsions so convoluted that 
they could be, and were, cited to justify lack of progress toward 
nondiscrimination. 
-Not an programs evolved as needs and circumstances changed. 
Some programs were devoting the resources of the 1980's to 
the problems of the 1960's (paradoxically failing to acknowl-
edge their own successes). Others, betraying similar regulatory 
inertia, failed to modify approaches that bad proven unsuccess-
ful. Locked into the confrontational Style of the 1960's, pro- . 
grams built neither on the willingness of most businesses and 
institutions in the 1980's to voluntarily comply with civil rights 
laws nor on State and local capabilities to resolve problems , 
without Federal interference. Because they viewed civil rights 
problems exclusively as enforcement problems, programs failed 
to coordinate with related public and private activities (such as 
job training programs) that could have helped businesses and 
others meet civil rights objectives. Thus, both opportunities 
and dollars were wasted. 
-In its etTorts to do many things, the Federal Government did 
not always devote sutlicieDt attention and resources to its most 
important and basic role in civil rights: protecting the funda-
mental civil rights guaranteed individual citizens by the Con-
stitution. Worse, in its concentration on the problems of other 
institutions, government at all levels had failed to address its 
own role in creating or perpe~ting civil rights problems: 
i 
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either directly, through overtl1' cBscr.fminator7 laws, or indi-
rectly, through laws \1DJ1ecessariIy restricting access to occupa-
tional or other opportaDities. 
These 8l1d other problems led many who dealt with civil rights 
regulatioDS to conclude' that, all too ofte~ a dream bureaucratized 
is a dream deferred. While few of these problems were peculiar to 
agency civil rights activities, they were of particular concern in 
programs intended to protect individuals against discrimination. 
Moreover, ineffective programs and inflexible regulations com-
pounded civil rights problems by imposing unproductive costs, con-
tributing to economic stagnation. P8riods of economic stagnation 
and decline are historically cbaracterized by increased racial and 
reUgious prejudice. AncL in addition to limiting opportunities for 
all pel'SODS, a static economy generates a "zero sum",. psychology 
that especially harms such traditional victims of discrimination as 
minorities,' women, older workers, and the handicapped. 
The admjnistration therefore initiated a program to correct these 
problems in all Federal activities. At the most basic level, the 
President's Program for Economic Recovery is creating a basis for 
the single most effective guarantee of individual opportunities and 
civil rjghts, economic. growth, by comprehensively addressing exist· 
ing flscal and regulatory constraints. ThiS broader effort mandated 
more specific initiatives. in civil rights and other programs. These 
included new leadership and improved management, increased 
teclmical assistance and incentives for voluntary compliance, great-
er involvement of State and local governments in assuring civil 
rights guarantees. and other "tine tuning." More fundamentally, 
searching examinations were c;onducted of the programs them-
selves. These, examinations lookedr beyond program's :mtentions to 
whether those intentioDS are realized or ~rted in practice, and 
to the. burdens and benefits of their regulations and 'the way they' 
are implemented. Also, there was renewed emphasis on protecting 
civil rights guaranteed individuals by the Constitution, and on 
avoiding discrimination by Government itself. 
This reexamjnation and renewal of Federal civil rights activities 
has not been without controversy. Not every program and not 
every regulation, come to judgment before the bar of efficacy, has 
been found to justify its costs or the burdens it imposes. Not every 
polley has been found to promote the broader equities it seeks, or 
the consensus it requires for success. And not every program or 
polley found wanting bas been without its sincere and forceful 
advocates. But thls ongoing review has not strayed from its intent 
to pursue and strengthen our national commitment to battle 
against discrimination. Nor, as the President has-promised, will it . 
. 
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SP.ICfAL ANALDIS J 
TO GUARANTEE THE CONSTlTtmONAL RIGHTS OF ALL 
ClTlZENS 
"BecentIy, 1D some places:fD the Nation there's baeD a dfsturlriDg Z'8OCCUZ'-
. renee or bfptry and violnCe •••• To those fDdividuals who penist in sucb 
conduct ••• I wou1cl say 'You are the ones who wUltWly violate the meaning of 
the dream which is America. And this country, because of what it stands for, 
will not staDd tor your CODduct.' M7 administration will vigorously investigate 
and prasecute those who. by" violence or iDtimidatioD. would attempt to deny 
AmericaDS their CODStitutioaal rlghts."-RoIWoD ~QAN. JWle 29; 1981 
7 
To be secure in one's person and property and to enjoy the. 
freedoms gwmmteed each individual by the Constitution are the 
most basic of civil rights. AnT violations of these rights offend the 
American spirit. However, as the President forcefully remarked, 
.they are particularly repugnant when based on an individual's 
religion, race, color, or national origin. Protecting individuals 
against such violations has always been a fundamental responsibili-
ty of Government. The increased activities of individuals and ter-
rorist groups bent on violating civil rights, however, have given 
that responsibility a renewed importance. 
The Department of Justice enforces the ·Federal statutes guaran-
teeing these rights. These statutes include the Voting Right Act of 
1965, as amended (43 U.s.C. 1973 et seq. and the Overseas Citizens 
Voting Rights Act (~ U.S.C. 1973 dd) (which guarantee the opportu-
nity to register and vote to all qualified citizens, without discrimina-
tion on account of race. color, membership in a language minority 
group, age, ,or absence from legal residence), . and the following 
crimjnal statutes: 
-:-Title· 18 of the United States Code, which prohibits depriva-
tions of rights and privileges guaranteed under the Constitu-
tion and the laws of the United States, including 18 U.S.C. 241 
(conspiracy aPinst the rights of citizens), 18 U.S.C. 242 (depri-
vation of rights under color of law), 18 U.S.C. 245 (~terference 
with federally protected rights), 18 U.S.C. 1581 (prohibition 
against peonage), 18 U.S.C. 1584 (prohibition against involun-
tary servitude). 
-42 U.s.C... 3631, which prohibits interference with housing 
rights.! . 
Although not widely known as an agency with substantial civil 
rights responsibilities, the Department of Justice's Federal Bureau 
of' Investigation devotes significant resources to investigating al-
leged violations of Federal civil rights guarantees. During the first 
11 months of 1981, the Bureau received 8,757 requests for investiga-
tions of alleged violations of these statutes, and completed 8,914 
investigations. Given recent increases in crimjn~l· violations of indi-
I Thirty other elm rights crimiaal statutes are 8Dlorced by the CIvi11Ughts Division. but: are l10t 
as frequently used .. the above. • 
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8 
viduala' civil rights; the Bureau estimates that such investigatiODS 
will substantially iDcrease this 'year and remain at that higher 
level in 1983 (with requests for 11,000 investigations per year). The 
, President's budget for 1988 provides for outlays of $7.7 million for 
the Bureau's investigatious of civil rights violations in 1983. 
The Criminal Section Of the Department of Justice's Civil Rights 
Division proSecutes criminal civil rights violations. In 1981, the 
Section initiated 2,542 and closed 2,461 investigations of alleged 
criminal violations of Federal civil rights laws. It obtained 30 in-
dictments and med 3 criminal informations against 63 persons 
alleged to have violated the civil rights of individuals. Twenty-
seven trials were completed, resultiDg in the conviction of 29 de-
fendants. An additional 15 defendants entered guilty pleas. 
The cases brought by the Department of Justice demonstrate the 
range and severity of threats to the civil rights it protects. One 
case, for example, involved the enslavement of three migratory 
farm workers under conditions resultiDg in the death of one of the 
men. The Department's efforts resulted in the indictment and con-
viction of the persons responsible for these acts. Another Widely 
reported C8$e emphasized the Department's increased prosecution 
of matters involviDg racial violence. Joseph Paul Franklin was 
convicted and sentenced to two consecutive life terms for the ra-
cially motivated slaying of two black men in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
This emphasis on cases of racial violence, particularly those in· 
volving terrorist groups, will' continue in 1983. The President's 
Budget for 1988 provides for outlays of $5.9 million by the Civil 
Rights Division to prosecute crimina1 civil rights violations. 
The Voting Rights Section of the Civil Rights, Division is primar-
ily responsible for emorcing statutes guaranteeing the right to 
vote. In addition, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) pro-
vides observers to monitor elections for compliance with the Act. 
During 1981, the Voting Rights Section received 1,556 submissions. 
involving 4,887. proposed changes in laws affecting voting for clear-
ance under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. It interposed objec-
tions to 14 of these submissions (including plans for redistricting 
the Virginia legislature). During the first months of the current 
fiscalY88r, the section also interposed an objection to a plan for 
redistricting the New York City Council. To reduce uncertainty 
and make it easier for jurisdictions to comply with the Voting 
Rights Act, the section issued revised guidelines reflecting court 
interpretations of the Act eluring the ten years since the original 
guidelines were issued. The President's budget for 1983 provides for 
outlays of $2.6 million by the Department of Justice for general 
enforcement of the Voting Rights Act, and $689. thousand by OPM 
to monitor elections. ' 
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Similarly, the Department or Justice~8 Community' Relations 
, , Service (CBS) worked in 1981 to help States and communities pre-
vent deprivations of civil rights and defuse teDSioDS which could 
have given rise to such violatioDs. 'For example, the ~ worked 
closely with the Mayor of Atlanta to develop civic unity programs 
in which white and black citizens worked together to demonstrate 
that concern over the murders 'and disappearances of black chil-
" dren in Atlanta was shared, by citizens of both races. The CRS was 
also active in reducing teDSiODS resulting from the resettlement of 
refugees from Southeast' Asia and the Caribbean, the growth in 
activities by anti-Semitic and racist groups, and the increased inci· 
dence of harassment and intimidation Of religious and ethnic mi-
norities. For example, CBS mediated disputes between Indochinese 
residents ~d other citizens over employment opportunities in Min· 
neapolis and fishing rights in Texas and other gulf coast States, 
and helped officials and community groups in w:est Virginia and 
Maryland develop programs combating racial and religious harass-
ment and intimidation. The President's Budget provides for outlays 
of $5.7 million for CRS's activities in 1983. 
Thus, the President's budget for 1983 assures continuance and 
expansion of the Federal GOvernment's renewed emphasis on pro-
tectirig basic civil rights. To further enhance these protections, the 
President has requested that Congress renew the Voting Rights 
Act" with modifications enabling jurisdictions currently covered by 
the preclearance provisions of the Voting Ri'ghts Act, with records 
of complying ~th the Act, ~. petition for removal of the pre-
clearance requirement.' This not only would provide an incentive 
for jurisdictions to comply with the Act, but also would permit the 
Civil Rights Division to focus more of its resources on sUbstantive 
violations of the Act (as noted above, the .Division was required to . 
review over 1,500 proposed changes to local election laws in fiscal 
year 1981, oDly 14 of which were determined to be potentially 
discriminatory). 
TO ROOT OUT, DISCRIMINATION BY GOVERNMENT 
"M1 adm1DiatratlaD will root out aa;y cue or government dJscrimfDation 
.... we 'will, not retreat on the Nation', commitm8llt: to equal treatment: of all 
citiJ.eu..n _ RoNALD RzAOAN. June 29, 1981 
Equal in importance to protecting Constitutional rights is the 
Federal Government's obligation to assure that its own activities 
and statutes are not discriminatory. During 1981, the administra-
tion initiated major improvements in efforts to assure that Federal 
dollars are spent in a nondiscriminatory manner. It also initiated, 
. in cooperation with the States, an effort to, once and for all, get all 
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levels of gQVemment out of the husiness or maudating inVidious 
discrimination based on sez..~, 
Bliminating ilwidious 8tJ% discrimination from Government man-
date&-Based on his experience as Governor of California (where 
he signed 14 pieces of legislation eJimjn a6 ng sexually discrimina-
,tory regulations and statutes), the President recognized that the 
statutes and rega1atiODS of Government itself are significant 
sources of discrimination against women. The President therefore 
initiated maijor efforts to elimjnate such mandates. ' 
To address this problem at the Federal level, the President 
issued Executive Order 12336 establishing the Task Force on Legal 
Equity for WomeD. Composed of representatives of 21 Federal de-
partments and agencies. the Task Force is conducting a compre. 
hensive review of Federal regulatiODS to Indentify provisions that, 
by purpose or effect, invidiously discriminate based on sex. The 
Department of Justice is providing statY support for this effort. In 
addition, the President is supporting elimination of Social Security 
pl'ovisiODS that discriminate against women who work outside the 
home. 
To assist States in making similar efforts, the President initiated 
the. Fifty States Project. Coordinated by a special assistant in the 
White House and by representatives appointed by each of the 
Nation's 50 governors, the Fifty States Project is a cooperative 
effort to identify"in every State and territory, statutory provisions 
that di.scrimillate against women. The Women's Bureau is also 
providmg staff support for thls project. 
These efforts were in addition to passage of the Omnibus Budget 
Jleconciliation ,Act of 1981, which included provisions significantly 
expanding protections against sex discrimination in federally as--
sisted programs (see below) • 
, NondiscrimiMtion in federally assisted progra:ms.-Bince the 
Federal Government.is supported by taxes levied on citizens with-
out discrimination, it is fundamental that activities it funds must 
be conducted without diScrimination. This principle is embodied in 
a substantial body of legislation including.in addition to numerous 
program-specific statutory provisions prohibiting discrimination: 
-Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination 
in federally assiSted programs and activities based on race, 
color, or national origin. 
-Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits dis-
crimination based on sex in federally assisted educational pro-
grams ~d activities. ' 
·F ...... apaq eft'olU to ..... thI& tt.ir ~ preaIca .... DOrSdItcrimiaatol1 an dtIcuaed below 
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-8ection 504 or the BehabiIitatiou. Act oll973, as amended, 
prohibits discrimiDation based on handicap in federally assist-
ed programs and activities. 
-The Age Discrimination Act or 1975 prohibits discrimination 
based on age in federally assisted programs and activities • 
While discrimination based on race~ color, national origin, age, or 
handicap is prohibited in an federally assisted programs, the only 
"crosscutting" statute prohibiting sex discrimination is title IX, 
which applies only to educational programs. During 1981, the 
President alleviated this problem by securing inclusion of prohibi· 
tiODB against sex discrimiDation in several titles of the Omnibus 
,Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. For example, all of the Block 
Grants administered by the Department of Health and Human 
Services include such prohibitions. This extended this protecfjon to 
a wide array of federally assisted activities in which sex discrimi· 
Dation was previously not prohibited. 
Because each agency is respcmsible for emorcing the "crosscut. 
ting" nondiscrimination statutes in regard to each of its grants' of 
Federal assistance, enforcement authority is widely distributed: 
Table J-L DISPERSION OF ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY UNDER STATUTES REQUIRING 
NOHDISCRlYINAnON IN FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROGRAMS 
nUt VI. avu Rights kJ. of 1964_. ____________ _ 
SectIon 504, RehabilItation Act at 1973 _. _________ .. ~ ...__ 
nue fX. Education kt Amendments of 1972"-_________ _ 
Ap DJscrfminatloIl kt of 1975 _____________ _ 
Thus, assuring nondiscrimination by recipients of Federal assist- · 
auee is the most widely dispersed Federal civil rights enforcement 
program. The basic complexity of administering legislative man ... 
dates enacted over the years with disparate purposes and applica-
tions is further complicated by a large body of judicial and admjnis-
trative interpretation, much of it quite abstruse. As a result, agen-
cies' efforts to enforce these laws exhibited many of the problems 
discussed in the overview: 
-Because institutions commonly receive assistance from more 
than one agency, recipients of Federal assistance 'were sub-
jected to multiple reporting requirementS -ahd dupllcate agency 
investiga~ODS and reviews. 
-Individual agencies determined reso~ levels Cor these pro-
grams with little central coordination. Therefore, resources de-
voted to combating discrimination in given programs some-
times bore little relatioDsmp to the ~t discrimination was 
actually a problem. This resulted in expenditures by agencies 
and recipients OD procedures ~f dubious value (e.g., one ageno, 
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reported conducting over 6,700 preapprovaI reviews or pr0spec-
tive recipients, none of which identified any noncompliance). 
;" Complaints that compliance reviews and other activities fo-
l cused on proceduial. min~ not the substance of nondiscrim-
ination, were ttequent. .: 
. -some agencies imposed additional regulatory requirements un-
related to statutory mandates. Others shifted their focus from 
nondiscriminatlon in services and benefits to nondiscrimina-
tion in employm.ent, dupHcating the aCtivities of the EEOC and 
other agencies. 
. -Agencies with minjmal respoDSibiIities under these statutes 
were required to spend resources on developing regulations 
and other procedural requirements that could be more eco-
nomically performed on an inter-agency basis (e.g., one agen-
cYs. sole expenditure on this program in 1981 was $35 thou-
sand to develop regulations). 
-Legitimate regulatory ends (e.g., nondiscrimination on the 
basis of handicap) were sometimes obscured in unduly detailed· 
prescriptions of means, imposing Ulil1ecessary costs and pre-
cluding more effective methods. 
~Agencies frequently made little effort to obtain compliance 
through cooPerative approaches. They provoked unnecessary 
confrontations, and seldom involved State governments in com- . 
pUance activities in any meaningful way. 
A number of efforts to eliminate these problems were initiated in 
1981 •. The admjnistration implemented Executive Order 12250 as-
signing extensive new responsibilities for coordinating enforcement 
. or these statutes" to the Department of Justice. The staff of the 
Civil Rights Division's Coordination and Review Section, responsi-
. ble for implementing Executive Order 12250, was increased by 11 
. per80llL The section implemented an automated system for moni-
toring agency activities to identify and eJjminate duplication. 
The section is working with the President's Task Force on Regu-
latory Relief and the Office of Management and Budget COMB) to 
develop regulations implementing· Executive Order 12250. These 
regulatioDS, to be published in 1982, will: 
-Assign a "lead agency" for each type of recipient, ending over-
lapping agency activities once and for all. Other agencies pro-
viding assistance will delegate compliance and investigative 
. functions to the lead agencies. Resources will be conformed to 
program needs, and economical interagency approaches to de-
veloping regulations and implementing other statutory re-
quirements will be adopted. 
• Bxotpc the Ap ~ Act. wh5ch __ coordiaatioft I"IIpOndrlUty CO the J)epattmeDt or Health 
and Hu.maa s.mc- } 
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13 
-Permit recipients to adopt the methods that most effkir:'ntly 
and effectively assure nondiscrimination in their progral'n~ by 
requiriDg that regalatiollS emphasize compliance objectiYes, 
not extensive prescriptions of methodology. 
-Preclude data requirements and other compliance burdens Dot 
clearly necessary to assure nondiscrimination by programs re-
ceiving Federal assistance. 
-Emphasize tec1mical assistance and other approaches which 
ma";mjze opportunities and incentives for recipients to comply 
voluntarily. I 
. ~Inc:rease opportunities tor States to participate in assuring 
compliance with nondiscrimination requirements. 
After these Coordination Regulations are issued, the Section will 
begin a major review or existing agency regulations and imple-
menting issuances (such as' guidelines, compliance manuals, and 
training materials) tor conformance with these principles. OMB's 
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs will cooperate in thls 
review. , 
A regulation developed jointly by the EEOC and the Department 
of Justice will also be published in 1982. This regulation will elimi-
nate another serious problem of overlapping jurisdictions by requir-, 
ing agencies to refer most employment discrimjnation complaints 
under these statutes to the EEOC for investigation. 
, Individual agencies also made significant progress in eliminating 
the problems discussed abov:e. The Department of Education's 
Office of Civil Rights (OCR), a prototype of these deficiencies in the 
past, in 1981 became a prototype for efforts to eliminate them. 
Under aggressive new leadership, OCR enhanced compliance 'with, 
Dondiscrimination ~ws by. subetituting cooperation (or· coercion, 
expanding technical assistan~ and exploring meanS of increasing 
State involvement in resolving civil rights problems. 
As a result, OCR resolved longstanding controversies with the 
State university systems of Florida, North Carolina, South Caroli-
na, Louisiana, Delaware, west Virginia, and Missouri. Improved' 
management enabled OCR to reduce its backlog of pending com-
plaints by 17% during the first 9 months of 1981, and its compli-
ance reviews and investigations helped to assure equal opportuni-
ties for over 5.6 million beneficiaries of institutions receiving Fed· 
eral assistance. 
In cooperation with OMB, the Department worked to eliminate 
data and regulatory reqUirements superfluous to achieving equal 
opportunity. Examples include the Department's rescission of a 
form requiring school districts to spend 46,000 hours to provide 
data already available to OCR; and its withdrawal of unreasonably 
prescriptive guidelines on bilingual education. The latter provided 
school districq greater freedom to adopt approaches that most 
. 
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effectively .assure equal educational opportunities for children in 
their jurisdictions whose primary ~nguage is not English. 
Similarly, the Department ot Transportation acted to guarantee 
that handicapped persons benetit equally from Federal assistance 
to public transportatio~ while eJjm;nating .'requirements that made 
the cost of doing so prohibitive. The Department's interim regula-
tioDS enable recipients to implement the most efficient and effec-
tive methods for providing- transportation to handicap.ped persons 
in their localities. In 1982 the Department will issue final regula-
tions incorporating improvements suggested by the public. 
. As noted above, the Age ~tion Act is Dot covered by 
Executive Order 12250. However, the statute largely precludes du-
plication by requiring that agencies refer all complaints under the 
Act to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, which at· 
tempts to mediate the disputes. The' Service is suecessfi1l in resolv-
ing most complaints, expediting service to complainants while 
mjnimizing burdens on recipients. 
The General Litigation Section of the Department of Justice's 
Civil Rights Division litigates violations of these statutes. Most of 
this litigation alleges denials of equal educational opportunities. In 
1981 the Division obtained comprehensive desegregation plans for 
three southern school districts (in Baton Rouge, Shreveport, and 
Monroe, Louisiana), and negotiated a partial consent decree cover-
iDg junior colleges in Mississippi. However, most of its cases con-
cerned jtirisdictioDS outside the South. The Division successfully 
litigated cases involving the public schools in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
st. Loam, Missouri, Kansas City, Kansas, and Tucson, Arizona; and 
negotiated consent decrees covering the school districts of Chicago, . 
DlinoiS, South Bend, Indiana; and Flint, Michig~ The Division 
also tiled three Dew suits alleging denials of equal educational 
opportunity based on race or national origin, and pursued suits 
alleging violations of title IX by a secondary school system and two 
UDiversities. . 
The Department of Justice also amlounced a new policy for 
litigation and remedies to assure equal elementary and secondary 
educational opportunities. Henceforth, in addition to cases involving 
mega! segregatiOD, the Department will litigate against jurisdictions 
which discriminate in the quality of education they provide based on 
race or national origin. Remedies. will be designed to assure tbat all 
children have an equal opportunity to obtain a quality education. 
Both litigation and· remedies will seek not mandatory busing, but the 
more permanent mobility provided by equal access to a quality 
education. . 
The President's Budget for 1983 provides for total agency outlays 
of $71.9 million. to implement statutes requiring nondiscrimination 
in federally assisted programs, in adqition to $3.3 million for co-
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ordination and legal enforcement or these statutes by the Depart. 
ment of Justice. 
TO GUARANTEE EQUALITY OF TREATMENT 
" ••• becaUA p&l'8Dtee1Dc equallt,- of treatmeDt fa govemmeDt's proper 
ftmcticm."-RmcALD lb:AoAN • .I.e 29, 1981 
During 1981, the aduimistratiOD also initiated several improve-
ments in Federal efforts to guarantee equality of treatment in 
employment, housing, and credit. 
Equal em'pZo,ment.-The. principal statutes and Executive orders 
prohibiting discrimiDation in employment are: 
-Title V1I of the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits employment 
discrimination based 011 race, color, religion, national origin, or 
sex. i 
-The Equal Pay Act (EPA), as amended. which prohibits dis-
crimination in compensation based on sex. 
-The Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), which 
prohibits discrimination against persons aged 40 through 70 
based on age. 
-Executive Order 11246, as amended, section 503 of the Reha-
bilitation Act of 1973, and section 402 of the Vietnam Veterans 
Readjustment Act, prohibit employment discrimination by Fed-
eral contractors based on race, color, sex, national origin, reli-
gion, handicap, service<onnected disability, or Vietnam era 
military service, and require Federal contractors to take af-
firmative action to assure that such discrimination . does not 
occur. 
The EEOC·enforces the Equal Pay Act anel the Age Discrimina-
tion in Employment Act. It also enforces all aspects of title vn 
(except litigation involving State and local gOvernments). The De-
partment of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance :Pr0-
grams (OFCCP) enforc~ Executive Order 11246, section 503 of the 
Rehabilitation Act, and section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans 
Readjustment Act. The Federal Enforcement Section of the Depart· 
ment of Justice's Civil Rights Division litigates all employment 
discrimination eases under Executive Order 11246 and the statutes 
prohibiting discrimination by federally. assisted programs. It also 
litigates alleged violations of title VII by State and local govern-
ments. The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 and Execu-
tive Order 12067 require the EEOC to coordinate enforcement of all 
Federal statutes and regulations prohibiting employment discrimi-
nation. Each of these agencies effected m~or management and 
policy improvements during 1981. 
At the EEOC, the administration tightened ~anagement proce-
dures and increased productivity. One of the rust actions of EEOC's 
new management was to request a Geferal Accounting Office audit 
j. 
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of the Commission's tmancial maDagement system. The General 
ACCOWlting Office found evidence.o£ ameliable accounting records, 
reports, and fund controls; mismaDagement or payments; and inad-
equate financial controls, includiag an internal audit· oflice that 
was severely understaffed: "For example • . • EEOC was still re-
cording obIigatioDS against itS 1980 appropriation in June 1981 and 
bad charged some of its fiscal 1980 travel costs against the 1981 
appropriation." The Commission is currently takiDg action to elimi-
aate these problems. and· will incr8ase the size ot its intemal audit 
staff to prevent their recurrence. 
Whlle confronting these management problems, the EEOC both 
improved its productivity and achieved savings in personnel and 
other resources. Charges filed with EEOC rose to 58,754 during 
1981, a 4% increase over charges tiled in 1980 (charges under the 
Age Discrimination in Employment Act increased by the highest 
percentage, 9%). The Commission processed 71,690 charges during 
1981-25% more than in 1980. Especially significant increases oc-
curred in Rapid Charge Processing (34% more charges processed 
thaD in 1980) and Continued Investigations and Conciliation (75% 
more than 1980). The Commission's emphasis on closing cases 
through negotiated agreements acceptable to all parties is evident 
in the high percentages of Cases closed through settlement during 
1981: 48% of all title vn, 23% of all ADEA, and 26% of all EPA 
cases. Settlements provided remedies for over 38,000 charging par-
ties-15% more than in 1980. Total backpay and other compensa-
tion for victims of discrimination also increased dramatic8lly over 
1980: from $57.3 million to $91.7 million, an increase Qf 60%. The 
increases in dollar· benefits negotiated in processing complaints 
under ADEA (+ 128%) and EPA .(60%) reflect improvement in 
EEOC's. enforcement of these statutes (responsibility EEOC ac-
quired in 1979). Monetary benefits resulting from ADEA and EPA 
litigation similarly increased by 86%. The Commission continued to 
litigate where voluntary remedies (or discrimination could not be 
negotiated. The Commission filed 368 suits during 1981, an increase 
of 13%. Suits settled by voluntary agreement increased by 23%, to 
287. 
The EEOC has led Federal civil rights agencies in involving State 
and local agencies hi resolving discrjmination complaints. During 
1981, the Commission provided over $17.5 million in grants to State 
and local nondiscrimination agencies. These grants enabled those 
agencies to process 39,471 charges, and the Commission accepted 
their findings in over 97% of those cases. During 1982, these grants 
are projected to increase to $18.5 million, enabling State and local 
agencies to process 40,300 charges. Moreover, a . certification proce. 
dure will be implemented for agencies whose complaint processing 
. 
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has consistently been or high quality. eliminating routine reviews 
of their findings for su:fticieucy by EEOC. 
The President's budget £or 1983 provides for outlays of $142 
million by the EEOC, maiDtajn;ng the 5% increase over its 1981 
level granted by the President for 1982. In a period oi budgetary 
itringency and general re'ductiollS, this indicates the administra-
tion's commitment to EEOC's mission. and to continuing the man-
agement and productivity improVements initiated in 1981. 
Of the admjnjstration~s efForts to improve Federal equal employ-
ment enforcement, those involving the OFCCP were perhaps the 
most widely noticed. EStablished by Executive Order over 20 years 
ago, OFCCP's basic premise was a simple one: To expand equal 
employment opportunities !or w~en and minorities by requiring 
that Federal contractors act affirmatively to assure that qualified 
minorities and women were recruited and considered for vacancies, 
and that their procec1urs for filling those vacancies were nondis-
criminatory in fact as well as precept. During the 1970's, Congress 
expanded this "affirmative action" mandate to include handi-
capped persons and Vietnam era veterans. Contractors were re-
quired to develop plans detailing the recruitment and other efforts 
they would undertake to assure equal opportunity. The administra-
tion found that this simple premise had evolved into a regulatory 
morass, criticized both by Federal" contractors and the intended 
beneficiaries of OFCCP's regulations. 
The most serious concerns regarded OFCCP's requirements for 
affirmative action plans: 
-There was no clear answer to the basic question of what consti-
tuted compliance with the affirmative action· requirements: 
was compliance based On contractors' good faith efforts to· re-
cruit women and minorities and assure that employee selection 
was nondiscriminatory, or did OFCCP disregard these consider-
atioDS in a single-minded focus' on whether employment goals 
were met? Many believed that such goals, originally intended 
as yardsticks of progress, had been distorted in practice into 
quotas. 
-Requirements for drafting the plans were, at once, overly pre-
scriptive and insufficiently clear. Contractors were required to 
produce voluminous affirmative action plans and supporting 
data, with no aSsurance that the resulting product would be 
found acceptable during a compliance review. Compliance re-
views frequently degenerated into mindless confrontations over 
which job titles belonged in which "job grqup", or how the 8 
factors for determining the "a~ility" of minorities and 
women for jobs should be considered in arriving at overall 
"availability" figures. 
. 
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-Requirements did not CODSider diftereDces in the size of con-
tractors or their indindual establishments. The same level ot 
detail was required in an aftirma~ve action plan· for a contrac-
tor employing only 50 persons as Cor a contractOr employing 
thousands; and for a contractor's' plan for' a small retail sales 
outlet as for the same contractor's plan for a large manufac-
. turing plant. 
-These frustrations with the requirements themselves were 
compounded by OFCCP's adversarial approach to enforcing 
them. The potential that contractors attempting in good faith 
to comply might nevertheless be found in noncompliance was 
iDherent in the ambiguity of OFCCP's regulations. Due to 
OFCCP's approach, JJWl7 contractors feared that this potential 
would be fully realized. . 
During 1981, the new leadership at the Department of Labor 
deyeloped and published for-public comment a compreheDSive pro-
posal fQr reforming OFCCP's regulations. These proposed. amend-
ments were designed to: 
-Assure equal employment opportunities for minorities, women, 
the handicapped, and Vietnam era veterans without imposing 
inequities on others; 
-change the program's emphasis to generating opportunities, 
not paperwork, by pruning the lush overgrowth of regulatory 
riUnutiae and by emphasizing equal employment objectives in-
stead of extensive prescriptio~ of methodology; 
-Tailor program requirements to the size of contractors an4 
their establishments; 
-cIarify the remaining requirements so that they can be under-
stood by all. This Will eliminate guesswork by Federal contrac-
toi's-=-and OFCC?-s compliance officers. 
The Department also requeSted public comment on alternative 
approaches to several thorny regulatory issues. After incorporating 
these suggestions and comments, the Department of Labor will 
publish final amended regulations in 1982. 
. Significant improvements were also made in OFCCP's manage-
ment, including: 
-A program to e]imjnate a backlog of some 250 appeals of 
discrimination complaints under section 503 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act and prevent its recurrence. 
-Expedited procedures for resolving individual complaints 
under section 503. These procedures emphasize detection of 
meritless or nonjurisdictional charges before they consume re-
sources; and rapid resolution of issues through face-to-face dis-
. cussions with complainants and contractors. Successfully tested 
in 1981, these procedures will be implemented' throughout the 
agency in 1982. 
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-8cheduling of compliance reviews based on contractor's individ-
ual records, discontinuing the practice of "targeting" entire 
industries tor reviews. . 
-Expanded tecbnical assistance and other efforts to develop 
closer, nonadvetSarial relations with Government contractors. 
ContractOr advisory committees were formed to institutionalize 
this partnership. . 
-Increased emphasis Oil bringing contractors together with local 
organizatiODS (government and private) that can provide per-
SODS with required skills or facilitate upward mobility by their 
present employees through training. Previously, manyopportu-
nities for substantial and voluntary employment gains by mi-
norities, women, and the handicapped were lost because 
OFCCP personnel failed to apprise contractors of such pro-
grams (including those funded. by the Department of Labor 
itselt); 
While iDstituting these reforms, OFCCP completed 2,136 com-
plaint investigations and 3.187 compliance reviews during 1981. Of 
these, 521 investigations and 1,781 compliance reviews produced 
relief for identified victims of discrimination, including $7.9 million 
in backpay for 4,754 persons. 867 identified victims of. discrimina-
tion were placed in or restored to the positions they were denied, 
and 500 contractors agreed to changes in their personnel practices 
that will preclude future discrimination. Further improvements 
through fiscal year 1988 will continue these accomplishments while 
lowering their cost. A number of area offices will' be consolidated to 
reduce overhead lmd increase management control. The Voluntary 
Compliance Project will enable small contractors to meet their 
obligations while ·substantially reducing compliance burdens. Non-
adversarlal approaches to assuring. nonc1iscrimination will' be sub-
stantiallyexpanded, including a 500% increase in contractors re-
ceiving technical assistance activities. 
The President's budget provides for outlays of $40.7 million for 
OFCCP's nondiscrimination efforts in 1988. 
The Department of Justice announced equally significant policy 
improvements. The Civil Rights Division will continue to seek ap-
propriate relief for identified victims of discrimination. However, 
the remedies sought to preclude future discrimination byemploy-
ers will be substantially improved. Previously, the Department 
,asked courts to impose arbitrary emploYlDent quotas on employers 
found to have discriminated. While acceptable to some as a short 
term expedient. employment quotas cannot assure equal access in 
the long term as it is impossible to, at once, open a door for some 
while slamming it shut on others. Henceforth, the Department will 
seek remedies that are more equitable, and more' permanent. These 
remedies will reqwr8 specific, result-oriented programs that assure 
. 
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that persoDS of the race, color. reJjgicm. Daticmal origin. or sex 
employers previously discrimiDated agaimt are amODg those con-
sidered for future employment opportuDities. They also will assure 
that genuinely nondiscrimiDatol'l" procedures are used in selecting 
from the resulting pool of eligibles. By mstitutiODs1izjng nondis-
crimination. such remedies are more likely to produce lasting gains 
in employment for women and minorities than court imposed num-
bers, forgotten by employers after decrees have expired. 
Durlng' 1981~ there were substantial 1itigative accomplishments 
as well. The Civil' Rights Division's Federal Employment Section 
. won favorable decisions in cases involving the Virginia State 
Police; the Jefferson County, Ala. and Garfield Heights, Ohio, 
Boards of Education; the Philadelphia, St. Louis, New York City, 
and Jefferson County, Alab~ police departments; and the gov-
ernment of Fairfax County, Va. 
The President's Budget provides for outlays of $2.53 million for 
equal employment litigation by the Civil Rights Division in 1983. 
Through 1983, remajning vestips of duplication in Federal equal 
employment enforcement activities will be eliminated. In 1982, a 
regulation published jointly by the Department of Justice and the 
EEOC will substantially alleviate this problem by req~g that 
agencies refer most employment discrimination complaints filed 
under statutes prohibiting ~tion based on race, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national origjn in federally assisted programs to the 
EEOC for. investigation. However, miscellaneous, small scale 
agency equal employment programs based on program-specitic stat-
utory .provisions will con~ue to pose potential ptoblems' of dupli-
cation. In 1981,. onm and the EEOC's Office of Interagency Coordi-
nation identified and eliminated several reports reqUired by these 
small programs that duplicated those of other agencies. One such 
form required State and local governments to spend 15,000 hours 
producing data already provided to EEOC. OMB and EEOC will be 
examining these programs as a whole to determine whether they 
address needs that would otherwise be unmet or duplicate activi-
ties more efficiently performed by orecp, EEOC, or the Depart-
ment of Justice. Improvements in coordinating the activities of the 
EEOC and" OFCCP are also possible. OMB will be working with 
these agencies to assure, through improved implementation of their 
Memorandum of Understanding, that past problems ot duplication 
do not recur . 
Federal employment.-As the servant of all Americans, and as an 
institution responsible for enforcing laws requiring equal employ-
ment by other institutions, the Federal Governm~nt has a particu-
lar obligation to assure nondiscrimination in its· own employment . 
Moreover, especially in this period of reduced resources, Federal 
. agencies simply cannot afford to hire br promote employees on any 
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bases other thaD their job-reIatecl abilities and demODStrated dili~ • 
gence in applying them. Congress. has, therefore, mandated that 
eaCh Federal department and agency make special efforts to assure 
that their employment decJsioDS are made without regard to race, 
color, religion, D8.tional origin, sex, age, or bandicap; and the Presi-
dent has reiterated his determination that agencies implement this 
mandate. 4 
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Under the Equal Employment Opportunity' Act of 1972, as 
amended, the EEOC is responsible for coordinating these efforts. In 
addition OPM. under the Civil Service Reform Act, coordinates 
agency efforts under the Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment 
Program (FEORP) to assure that qualified minorities and women 
are among the applicants for positions in which they are "under-
represented. 
Despite reductions in total employment, minorities an<:l women 
continue to be well represented in the overall Federal workforce • 
The additional economies achieved in this Budget will decrease the 
total employment leveIs of most agencies and result in some near 
term dislocations that will affect all Federal employees, including 
minorities and women. However, they also hold the potential for 
long term gains through upward 'mobility for Federal employees in 
clerical positions and lower pay grades generally, many of whom are 
women or minorities. The necessity that Fed~ra1 managers maxi-
mize the productivity of their employ~ will require many of them 
to look anew at traditional divisions between clerical and profession-
al tasks, resulting" in new opportunities for job enrichment, skill 
~uisition, and advancement through newly created paraprofes-
sional and other bridge positions. The fact that the same managers 
can no longer afford to "carrY' unproductive higher graded employ-
ees will produce still more advancement opportunities for the deserv-
ing. Federal equal employment efforts in 1988 will build on this 
potential for increased upward mobility. 
During its tlna1 hours, the previous admjnistration submitted a 
proposed consent decree requiring replacement of the Professional 
and Administrative Career Examination ("PACE") now used to 
examine applicants for most white collar positions within' the Fed· 
eral civil service. During 1981, the Department of Justice's new 
leadership negotiated substantial modifications to that decree. 
While the amended decree neither embodied all provisions desir-
able under different circumstances nor resolved all attendant con-
troversies, the administration succeeded in removing several ele-
ments widely criticized as threatening the basic principle of nondis-
crimination in filling Federal jobs. The administration will, insofar 
as possible, seek to implement the resulting agreement in a 
manner that enhances that principle. 
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Federal agencies, UDder the leadership ofOPM. will devote consid-
erable effort and ezpense to developing altematives to PACE d. 
signed to measure applicants for Federal employment in terms of the 
particular abilities and traits required to successft1.Dy perform the 
jobs they apply for. The PACE examinatiOn although not without its 
critics, was 'widely CODSidered to be a fair and cost effective instru-
ment for selectiDg candidates for the Federal service. Replacing it 
with several alterDative examinations is therefore not without its 
potential pitfalls. While Governor of California. however, the Presi-
dent successfally implemented a voluntary transition to more job-
specific Selection criteria that improved perf'ormance in State gov-
ernment jobs whlle increasing the number of minorities who held 
them. several fold. The administration wm seek to implement the 
terms of the decree in a manner that similarly reaJjzes the poteD~ 
inherent in more job-epecific criteria, tor improving performance 
and opportunities in the Federal service. 
In addition to the challenge of implementing this consent decree. 
the admjnistration will be exploring more cost effective alterna-
tives ot assuring equal employment opportunity in the Federal 
Government. As no~ in Table J-3t even with economies already 
achieved, the Federal Government's total expenditures on ac~ivities 
to· assure equal employment for 'Federal employees will exceed the 
combined outlays of the EEOC and the OFecp to implement equal 
employment guarantees in the private sector. 
Much of this disparity results from the cumbersome procedures 
currently used by Federal agencies to p~ess discrimination com-
plaints against them. During 1981, these procedures cost an aver-
age of more than $8,000 per closed cqmplaint-over ten times the 
average cost for EEOC's processing of charges involving other em-
ployers. Despite the high costs of current procedures for processing 
these complaints, they satisfy neither Federal agencies nor the 
complainantS themselves. Further unnecessary costs are imposed 
by current data and other requirements for developing agency 
affirmative action plans (characterized by several of the defects in 
OFC~s current. requirements). The administration is investigat-
ing alternatives for effecting cost saving improvements in both of 
these areas in 1983. 
Fair housing.-Title vm of the FSir Housing ,Act of 1968, as 
amended, prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, 
sex, or national origin in the salet rental, or financing of housing or 
provisions of brokerage ·services. Two Federal agencies are respon-
sible for enforcing title VIII: 
-The Department of Housing and Urban Development's Office 
for' Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity investigates com-
plaints alleging violations of title vm. Where it' concludes that 
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violatioDS or title vm have ~ HOD attemptS to re-
solve' them through fDformal coaference, conciliation. and 
persuasion. 
-The General Litigation Section of the Department ot Justice's 
Civil Rights Division brings suits to eDjoin alleged patterns and 
. practices of discrimination prohibited by title vm. The Section 
brings cases based both on referrals by HOD and its own 
investigations. 
Durmg 1981, HOD significantly improved the efficiency of its 
complaint processing by implementing "Rapid Response" proce-
dures in all of its regioD8l offices. Under this approach, time con-
s1Ulling field investigatioDS are reduced by quickly bringing the 
parties together to discuss and settle the issues informally. As a 
result, HOD received 2,410 complaints and closed 2,710 complaints 
and by the end of the ;year had only 85 complaints in its inventory 
twer 90 days old. Increased processing efficiency will increase clo-
sures to 4,510 in 1982 while enabling HOD to· reduce the number of 
staff years required for complaint processing. 
Title VIII provides for deferral of complaints tiled with HUD to 
State and local fair housing agencies with equivalent statutory 
authority. During 1981 HUD aggressh-ely worked to expand the 
involvement of State and local agencies in assuring Fair Housing. 
BUD provided technical assistance to increase their complaint han-
dling capacities through "Rapid Response" . and other means, and 
$3.7 million in grants to defray processing costs. These efforts 
increased the number of State and local agencies participating in 
charge processing by SO% (to 42). Through 1983, further efforts will . 
increase the number of participating State and local agencies to 
. 7Q-more than doubling the number in the program at the begin-
ning of 1981. As a result, the number of title vm complaints 
processed at the State and lOcal rather than the Federal level will 
more than triple in 1982 (to 2,025), with further increases in 1983. 
In addition, BUD will increase efforts to preclude violations of title 
vm through technical assistance. 
During 1981, the Civil Rights Division's General Litigation Sec-
tion initiated 60 investigations of suspected patterns and practices 
of housing discrimination, and completed 45. Litigation by the Divi-
sion resulted in court orders and settlements mandating future 
nondiscrimination in the sale or rental of over 9,000 housing units. 
The Division currently has 94 suits in progress to enjoin alleged 
patterns and practices of housing discrimination. 
The President's 1983 Budget provides for total outlays of $16 
million to enforce Fair Housing guarantees, including $15 million 
for complaint processing and technical assistance by HUn and $1 
million for litigation by the Department of J~tice. 
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Equal credit oPJIOrhmity.-The Equal Credit OpportuniW Act of 
1974 (ECOA> prohibits discrim.iDation .in credit traDsactiOllS based 
on race, color, national origin, sex. manta! sta~ age or derivation 
of part. or ail of one's income from pubHc assistance.' The Act 
assigns administrative eDlorcement responsibilities to 12 different 
Federal agencies, and requires the Federal Reserve Board to coordi-
nate their activities. In addition, the General Litigation Section of 
··the Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division is responsible for 
litigating alleged violations of ECOA. 
Since the act's passage, the Department of Justice has worked 
closely with the other agencies responsible for enforcing ECOA, 
and has filed significant suits involVing alleged violations in non-
housing lending' by banks, small loan companies~ and retail credi-
tors; as well as alleged violations by real estate appraisers and 
mortgage lenders. Litigation involving non-housing lending has 
been selective rather than extensive, designed to eliminate viola-
tions with widespread impacts (e.g., one defendant processes 
4,000,000 loan applications each year). During 1981 the Department 
resolved three cases through court orders or negotiated settlement 
and initiated nvo additional eases. Five equal credit cases are cur· 
rently in progress. 
ECOA's wide dispersal of enforcement authority among agencies, 
while not consistent with reducing proliferation of agency responsi-
bilities for enforcing civil rights laws, has not produced the prob-
lems of duplication present in other areas of dispersed responsibili-· 
ty. Because the structure for enforcing ECOA reflects the diVision 
of responsibility for financial regulation generally, it enables agen-
cies to review compliance with ECOA and other imancial regula-
tions at the same time. . 
The budget for 1988 proVides for outlays of $524 thousand for 
ECOA litigation by the Department of Justice and $5.9 million for 
the ECOA enforcement activities of the various Federal entities 
with responsibilities under the act. As several of those entities are 
Dot required to submit their budgets to OMB for review, the latter 
figure is incomplete. 
TO SEEK NEW SOLUTIONS ... 
ULet WI issue a c:aiI for exciting programs to spring America forward toward 
the Ilext century, an America fWl or new solutions to old ·problems."-RoNALD 
RzAGAN, JUDe 29. 1981. 
As catalogued above, the admjnistration initiated efforts in each 
area of major Federal civil rights responsibility during 1981 to 
substitute new solutions for past approaches that have .proven ineC-
. (active. These were in addition to advances in: related areas. For 
example, the President signed Executive Order 12820, directing 
agencies to make special efforts to ~ historically black colleges, 
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: and has requested a record $552 million tor minority business 
. deVelopment programs in 1983 by the S~ Business Administra-
tion and the MinoritY Business Development Admjnistration. 
All of these efforts involve iDcreesed tecJmical assistance to build 
on the genuine desire of most AmericaDS to implement our nation-
al civil rights commitment. Toward this end, the administration 
initiated a major reorientation of the two agencies primarily re-
sponsible for civil rightS research: the Commission on Civil Rights, 
and the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor. The Presi-
dent's budget for 1983 provides for outlays of $11.7 million by the 
Commjssiqn on Civil Rights and $3.5 million by the Women's 
Bureau. 
Congress established the Commission 011 Civil Rights in 1957 to 
study the enforcement of laws guaranteeing civil rights regardless 
of race, color, religion, or national origin. During the 1970's, the 
Commission's mandate was expanded to cover civil rights issues 
related to sex, age, and handicap. Since its inception, the Commis-
sion has focused its energies on research demonstrating the exist-
ence of civil rights problems. 
This emphasis was appropriate to the early years of the Commis-
sion's existence. However, the questions of the 1980's involve not 
whether civil rights problems exist, but how to most effectively 
resolve them. The President believes that the Commission's contri-. 
butions to answering those questions can be more substantial and 
original than they have been. He therefore appointed leadership 
that will renew the Commission's relevance. 
Many . employers and institutions have instituted effective pro-
grams for resolving civil rights problems. The Commission will 
devote increased emphasis to identifying these initiatives and shar .. 
iDg them with others who can benefit from them. It will' also 
provide significant "backup" support for the technical assistance 
eft'orts. of other civil rights agencies. As part of this renewal, the 
Commission will initiate a study in 1983 of haw the role of State 
and local agencies in civil rights enforcement can be expanded. 
The Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor, on the other 
hand, is already making substantial contributions to answering the 
questions of the 1980's, both by assisting States, municipalities, and 
. the private sector in developing solutions to civil rights problems 
aft"ecting women, and by sharing those solutions with others. As 
previously noted, the Women's Bureau is providing staff support 
for the President's Fifty States Project,· an effort to help States 
identify sexually discriminatory provisions in their statutes. 
During 1981, the Bureau completed a preliminary study of the 
progress already made by the various States in eliminating such 
provisions, and shared the study's results with the State officials 
designated to work oq/ the President's i project. Closer to home, the 
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BUreau is plaYmr a leadiilg role in the Secretary of Labor's mitia-
.. qve to elimjnate sex bias from the Department's own i'egulations. 
The· new leadership of the Women's Bureau is exploring innova-
tive ways of cooperating with businesses and State and local gov-
ernments to improve employment opportunities for women who 
work outside the home. In one noteworthy effort already under-
way, the Women's Bureau is drawing upon the experience of 
women who have been successful in: business. Through a series of 
regional meetings, the Women's Bureau is obtaining direct input 
from women who hold top level management jobs, are directors of 
corporations, or own their own businesses. In 1983, the Women's' 
. Bureau will make similar efforts to tap the knowledge and experi-
ence of the private sector in developing solutions to job-related 
problems of women at a1l1evels of employment. ' 
From these and simOar efforts to seek new solutions rather than 
to document the misunderstandings of the past will come the excit-
ing programs demanded by the President to address the needs of 
the future and to win, once and for all, America's battle against 
discrimination. 
TabI! 1-2. CML RIGHtS OUTLAYS BY DEPARTMENT AND AGENCY 
(II miIiIa at daIaIs) • 
lS81 actIaI 1982 estimate 1983 estImall 
DelJartment elf Agricufture' 7.9 8.9 9.0 
Department of 1'.Nn1l'ttmt 4.6 3.9 4.0 
Department of Defense 94,8 85.1 89.6 
Department of Education 43.8 42.1 ·43.2 
D8lJlrtment of Energy . 2.3 2.2 *2.1 
Department of Health and Human ~ 32.9 30.9 32.6 
Department of Housing and Urban Deveropment 15.2 18.5 16.5 
Department of Ute Interior._ .. ... , 10.3 . 9.6 9.9 
Department of JustIce_ 38.2 41.6 43.9 
Department of labor 52.4 46J 45.1 
Department of State .8 .84 .93 
Department of Transportatian ILl 12.2 12.8 
Department of the Treasury 8.6 1L2 11.9 
Equal £mpioyment Opportunity Commission 134.2 143 142 
Qmunfssfon on CIvil RightS. 12.1 11.9 11.7 
OffIce of Personnel Management I ,- 3.3 3.0 3.0 
Small Business Administra1fnn __ """ 
-
2.7 2.7 2.8 
Veterans Administration. I ........... 11 .. . ... -...... 12.1 14.9 15.7 
All other Executive agencies I • I III I'll 21.8 20.6 20.6 (U.s. Postal SerWe) a _. ________ 14.8 15.76 16.81 
(~ Branch a-GAO, GPO) .8& .99 1.0 
Total 524.6 I 526.8 535.8 
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TalD J-3. TOTAL ESTIMATED FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS EXPENDITURES BY CATEGORY. FISCAL YEAR 
1983 
....... Mnt 
0IID1 
Federal CMBan ad MItftaIy [Qual £mpIayment Oppattunity _______ _ 
Privata SectIr and noa-ftdtraI Public Sector ~ Bnpfoymant Opportunity ____ _ F*~q~ ________________________ ____ __ __  
HGncfJscrfmfnat FederaI1y Assisted Programs __________ _ 
• Equal CredltOppartunlty _____________ _ 
V~lmpb------------------------~-------­
OtheraviJ and~ RfIhts------------~~-----------------------------------
• __ tId 
fI/IIIIIIiIrte 
180.1 
173 
111 
75.2 
5.9 
3.3 
29.1 
15.2 
'!' I 
. j Table J-4. TOTAL FULL·nUE i9MANm CML RIGHTS $TAFF BY EXECunvE DEPARTMENT AND 
, .,J AGEHCY, fiSCAL YEAR 190 (ESTIMATE) 
t,. '1 
~·::1 
, J 
, 
t 
" I 
T.· IDtnII Em &tImII ~. 
Department of Agrfcu!ture 165 94 71 
Department of Comme1ce, ... , .......... , "" ...................... 55 52 3 Department of Defense ___ • __ ._ 
_ .. 
_ .... _ ...... 1 ... _ ................ ................ -... Department of Educatlon ••• _______ .. ___ 1.084 . ··14 ··1,070 Department of Energy·· ___ • ___ .. ____ • __ 21 ··9 ··12 
De\lartment of Health and Human SeMces..._ 806 282 524 
Department of Housing and Urban Dewiopmant 47& 25 451 
Department of tile Intariar 230 195 30 
Department 01 Justfte • 867 8 859 
Department of Labor 1,091 50 1,041 
Department of State 17 17 0 
Department ~ 'Ii .. 199 144 55 
Departmaat of tfIt tia.swy 254 213 " 41 
_ Empforment Opportunity Commis1ion 3,316 18 3.215 
Commissloa on avo Rights 
-
215 2 213 
Office of Personnel MananmMt 60 60 0 
SmaD Busfness Admfnistratfoll 57 16 38 
Veterans Admfoistratbl n 57 14 
AD crtber executive a~· 
Total 11,369 . 3,566 7.633 
Table J-5. DISTJHSunOft AMONG PROGRAM CATEGORIES, m CML RIGHTS PERSONNEL OF 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES, fiSCAL YEAR 1983 ESTIMATE 
FederaJ .va and mmt.aJy service equal employmant opportunity_II • _____ . 
PrIvate sector and ncn-Federal _ sector equal employment opportunity • __ • __ _ 
FmH~, __ --........ --------__ ----____ --__ --____ _____ NondIscrimnmtfon, fedarafly assisted pnlgranl$ _______ ~ ___ . Equal rndft Opportunily ______________ _ 
Votlnl RIIh1s----------o-i-, -------Other CIvil and CGnstitutionaI RiIhtS_, ___ ._~·z·_-----, ~____________ _ _ _____ t ____ _________ _ 
r_m 
3.566 
4,409 
402 
1,907 
8 
52 
673 
213 
...... ~.- ... ' .. 
